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There are many types of fantastic views that one can get from Mallorca Islands which have plenty of
quaint towns all over the respective islands. Besides the fantastic beach offerings, there are
numerous ancient historical monuments to be appreciated. These monuments showcase the history
of the Mallorca and the present day development on the island. There are also many quaint fishing
villages and ports which one would find interesting.

Tranquility is a definite given on Mallorca; a holiday here would refresh the visitor.

Ancient monuments

There is the Son Mas house palace and Sam Telmo which is another popular port near Andraitx.
One can also sight the 16th century fortress with the Sa Trapa Monastery ruins nearby. Soller has
plenty of manorial homes with Neo-Gothic churches and museums. There is also the famous
Biniaraix which sports a most unique Mallorquinian architecture. Sa Calobra has a most interesting
Lluc monastery which is positioned at one of Mallorcaâ€™s highest peaks.

PollenÃ§a is another picturesque village in Mallorca which not only offers splendid panorama but
also ancient monuments such as the 16th century Atalaya de Formentor tower, the 14th century
Castell del Rei ruins, the Santa Maria Greco-Roman Parraquia de los Angeles and the Puig de
Maria sanctuary which has a 14th century oratory.

Beautiful landscapes

There is always some natural amazement along the journey from one Mallorca town to another.
Along the way from Andraitx, one would view some beautiful cultures of almonds and olives in
Puigpunyent. There is a charming port at Valldemosa andÂ the quaint village of DeiÃ¡ showcases
beautiful architectonical constructions that blend remarkably with nature. Another attraction is DeiÃ¡'s
unique cementery.

SollerÂ is an interesting town in Mallorca with a unique tramway to the local port and fishing port.
Narrow mountain roads along Soller lead one through splendid landscapes before viewing the great
peaks of Mallorca. Small villages along the way make the journey pleasant with some time to
wander around to appreciate the local hospitality.

PollenÃ§a is one of the most picturesque towns in Mallorca with its special location at the foothills.
The splendid panorama offered here draws many tourists throughout the year. There are local
museums and fishing ports which allow one to discover the past and present of the region. These
have become popular with artists and art lovers as well as history buffs. There are great beaches
such as Playa de Formentor and Cala de San Vicente which offer tourists a great time in getting a
good tan and great fun with the many water activities available.
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